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ARV Session 4
LEFT TARGET : The sun is green in color
RIGHT TARGET : The sun is yellow in color

Today April 30, 2019
Start 1:50 PM

Left tab is again as for all ARV sessions so far, the one that is open right now under this partial text 
box where I can see left and right margins only. 

I find one large block stone on the ground, it has sunken in. And something is shining above it, 
hahaha... it is the yellow sun! How cute, is the magical world of RV trying to show me the right 
answer in this way? 

PS. This session does not pose a question and then two answers. It poses two possibilities, so that is 
a new variable. Another variable is that instead of number answers we have color answers. Also I 
have now the right answer on the right side and not on the left side. Many new variables. 

What I do now in this session and also in at least some of the earlier ones, is that I take a moment to 
look at "left, the sun is green in color" and I focus that into the left tab signal, and the same "right 
the sun is yellow in color" and I focus this into the right tab signal. 

How lovely and adorable, namely I am being shown by the RV a yellow sun. This is an adorable and 
unexpected outcome. I feel that this image and impression is coming from the RV and not from my 
own mind. 

I am not yet sure how to do these ARV sessions. I focus myself into the left tab signal, then the right 
tab signal, and as I go to each I focus the known question/answer to each respectively. 

I find the rock again, it is heavy it has sunken down. And above it, I am shown the yellow sun 
shining. 

1:57 PM End RV. I now take a 10 minute break and then return for the judging. Haha, I am again 
now shown a yellow sun shining in the sky, how cute this RV thing is! It is showing me the answer 
instead of showing me one of the connected target images! How cute! RV is lovely. I thought I was 
going into scary terrain by exploring how to "force" RV to do work for us, but this is just so gentle, 
kind, and lovely how it shows me the right answer. 

2:07 PM I return and try to forget what the ARV question was or the answers were. 

Left image is some kind of industrial structures with metal and red. 



Right image is a street sign or something like that. 

The right image is not suitable as a target image, however, I must say that while I looked at the left 
image I did not feel a resonance match nor does it resemble my black rock. The right image actually 
does better resemble my drawing of the black rock, the number 6 somehow looks and feels like my 
stone. 

I can say that I did not feel a match to the left image. And the right image is not suitable as a target 
image but still somehow felt like it made a match. It is more clear that I felt the left image was not a 
good match, than to know for sure that the unsuitable right image would be a match because it is an 
unsuitable RV image. 

2:09 PM End session. 

LEFT image 
Source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Soarin%27_(23737930055).jpg
Image https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/17/Soarin%27_%
2823737930055%29.jpg/800px-Soarin%27_%2823737930055%29.jpg

RIGHT image
Source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Texas_Loop_561.svg
Image https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/3/3d/Texas_Loop_561.svg/384px-
Texas_Loop_561.svg.png


